ANNOUNCEMENT

Result for (Remaining) post of Junior Engineer (Mechanical) of PWD (B & R), Haryana
Against Advt. No. 02/2015, Cat. No.06

In continuation of final result notice dated 26.02.2017 and on the basis of Written Examination, Scrutiny of Documents and interview/Viva-Voce for the post of Junior Engineer (Mechanical) of PWD (B & R), Haryana against Advt. No. 02/2015, Category No. 06, the Commission has finalised the result. The result has been shown roll no wise and category wise and the marks secured by the last selected candidate in each category have been shown in the bracket.

Advt. No. 02/2015, Junior Engineer (Mechanical), Cat. No. 06

GENERAL (06 General + 03 SBC Posts earlier = 09 Posts)
60000884  60003689  60010061  (153)

GENERAL Waiting
60007594  (152)

BCA (07 Posts-02 POSTS OF HH BCA = 05 Posts)
60007076  60011642  (147)

BCA Waiting
60000687  60002573  (141)

CRITERIA ADOPTED FOR SELECTION

1.) WRITTEN EXAMINATION................................................................. 200-MARKS
2.) VIVA-VOCE.......................................................... 25-MARKS
Total: 225-MARKS

Note :- 1. With the declaration of above result the merit and category of certain candidates, whose result has already been declared, has been affected and same shall be reflected in final merit list.
2. While every care has been taken in preparing and uploading the result, possibility of inadvertent/technical errors cannot be ruled out. The Commission reserves the right to rectify the same later on.
3. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in

Sd/-
Secretary
Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Dated:-15.12.2020